Inflammatory bowel disease management. Some thoughts on future drug developments.
This article is intended to stimulate thought and focus on those areas where we feel advances in drug therapy for inflammatory bowel disease may occur. It is not an extensive review of current practice, although this is considered where it is thought to be pertinent to future developments. There are several excellent reviews of current practice which we do not attempt to repeat, nor do we give a comprehensive set of references, but cite well referenced reviews where necessary. New therapeutic developments should ideally stem from an understanding of the cause of pathogenesis of a condition; alternatively, established therapies may be modified or used as a basis for progress. Since the causes of both ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease remain unknown, most forward thinking on drug development must come from current practice, but remain open to novel approaches. Our thoughts on possible future treatments for inflammatory bowel disease are somewhat selective, and because of their speculative nature are unlikely to coincide with those of others-only the future will reveal genuine advances as they become incorporated into established practice.